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Abstract 
 
 Recently, chaos based mapping has widely been applied for image watermarking due to 
their inherent cryptographic features.  Fractals are one of the robust techniques used for 
image compression. When a Chaotic map is used in conjunction with Fractal-Wavelet, 
efficiency may be improved in the process of image watermarking.  In this paper, Chaos 
based watermarking method is proposed in cascade with fractal image coding.   The 
proposed scheme has been simulated and analyzed with various geometric and non 
geometric attacks. The PSNR and BER values are compared with these attacks. The 
preliminary results show that the proposed scheme performs better with additional 
robustness. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Image watermarking is a branch of information hiding which is used to embed the 
information in digital image. Digital watermark is visible or invisible that is 
permanently embedded in digital media, for authentication by providing a level of 
document protection [6].Recently, chaotic scheme has widely been used in image 
watermarking[1][14][16] due to the inherent  security properties such as it must 
be sensitive to initial conditions, it must be topologically mixing and its periodic 
orbits must be dense.  In this paper, chaos based image watermarking scheme 
using Fractal wavelet scheme is proposed. 
This paper is organized as follows: related works in the field of image 
watermarking is summarized in section 2.  Section 3 discusses about Arnold’s 
Cat Map.  Fractal coding wavelet concept is described in section 4.  Section 5 
presents the proposed work on chaos based image watermarking scheme using 
fractal wavelet.  Section 6 examines the simulation and analysis. In section  7 
shows the conclusion and future work. 
 
2. Related Works 
  
Chaotic maps have been used for digital image watermarking due to their inherent 
cryptographic features such as sensitive to initial condition and its periodic orbit 
must be densed[5][3][8][14]. There are many chaotic maps like Logistic map[3], 
Tent map, Sine map, Cubic map, Arnold’s cat map[4], Chen map, Barker map, 
Chebyshev map[3], Standard map[9],each of them has their special properties .  
               In  [2000]  Li and wang utilized the isometric property to 
embed the watermark bit by two isometric kind of plane. Since then ,there were 
few papers to investigate the digital watermarking based on fractal coding [6]. 
               Many research works that employ hybrid fractal and wavelet 
techniques have been proposed in recent years[13].In these works fractal image 
coding process is wavelet decomposition while the fractal decoding process is a 
successive interpolation of wavelet coefficients. 
 
3.  Chaotic Maps & Fractal – Wavelet 
 

       Maps may be parameterized by a discrete-time or a continuous time 
parameter. A chaotic map is applied to a digital image randomizes the original 
organization of its pixels and the image becomes imperceptible or noisy [1] [11]  
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[12]. Chaotic maps have been used for digital image watermarking due to their 
inherent cryptographic features, it is used to increase the security level [5] [3] [8] 
[14]. There are many chaotic maps likes: Logistic map[3][15], Tent map, Sine 
map, Cubic map, Arnold’s cat map[5], Chen map, Barker map, Chebyshev map[3], 
Standard map[15], that each of them has their special properties for specific 
usage. 
 
3.1 Chaotic Maps 
 
3.1.1 Arnold Cat Map 
 

              One of the most important chaotic function is cyclic chaotic 
function that each time applied on a square image rearranges its pixels. In order to 
shuffle the embedding position of the host image, two dimensional Arnold cat 
map is employed in this scheme. After that logistic map is applied to find an 
embedding position.The generalized form of Arnold's cat map can be given by the 
transformation  
                    Γ : T2→T2   
 such that: 
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Where  x, y ∈ {0, 1, 2 … n −1} and n is the size of a digital image. 
    
Let p be the transform period of an N × N digital image I. Applying ACM for a 
random iteration of t times (t ∈ [1, p]) to I, a scrambled image I` is obtained 
which is completely chaotic and different from I. Now I` can be transmitted over 
the communication channel without revealing any information to the unauthorized 
receivers. At the receiving end, the process is repeated for (p − t) times to obtain 
back the original image.  
 
3.1.2  Logistic Map  
Logistic map is the most widely used classical map. It is  simple and 
deterministic, with complicated dynamic behavior. The logistic map is 
defined as follows: 
 
      )1(1 nnn XaXX −=+                              (2) 
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where 0 < nX < 1 and 0 < a ≤  4. The sequences produced by logistic map are 
controlled by parameter value of a and the initial value of nX .Recently in 
literature,LM is used to perform better scrambling of an image[10]. 
         
3.2   Fractal Coding –Wavelet 
Fractals are typically self-similar patterns such as irregular, fractured, fragmented 
or loosely connected in appearance. Fractals seem to provide an excellent 
description of many natural shapes[13][12][16]. Fractal image coding  consists 
of  three steps,  image  partitioning, calculation of block similarity and 
calculation of fractal coding parameters.    
 
                       Wavelet transform represents a valid alternative to the 
cosine transform. Discrete Wavelet transform is a multi-resolution decomposition 
of a signal. The DWT of images is a transform based on the tree structure with D 
levels that can be implemented by using an appropriate bank of filters. Essentially, 
it is possible to follow two strategies that differ from each other basically because 
of the criterion used to extract strings of image samples to be elaborated by the 
bank of filters.  
 

 
Figure 1. Three-level DWT decomposition 

 
In two dimensional applications, for each level of decomposition, we first perform 
the DWT in the vertical direction, followed by the DWT in the horizontal 
direction. After the first level of decomposition, there are 4 sub-bands: LL1, LH1, 
HL1, and HH1. For each successive level of decomposition, the LL subband of 
the previous level is used as the input. Each tile component undergoes three levels 
of decomposition. This results in 10 sub-bands per component. LH1, HL1, and 
HH1 contain the highest frequency bands present in the image tile, while LL3 
contains the lowest frequency band. 
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4   Chaos based Image watermarking Using Fractal wavelet 
 
Chaos based image watermarking is used to increase the security level of the 
watermarked image.  When a chaotic map is used in conjunction with a fractal 
wavelet, efficiency may be improved. 
                                                                                  
ACM is used to find the embedding position of an image. It is used to perform the 
better scrambling of an image. Arnold cat map and fractal image coding are used 
in cascade to embed an watermark image. Fig 2 shows the block  diagram of 
embedding process. 

 
 Figure  2 .Block Diagram of watermark embedding 

 
In this paper ACM is applied  T times to the host image where, T is the period of 
the chaotic function of the image is calculated as depending on image size. The 
ACM is applied  (T/2) times  to the host image for creating the chaotic image 
with best distribution .As an example, the standard test image Lena is considered 
with  pixel size 512×512  where, T = 384.In fig 3 shows the images for 
first ,192 and 384 iteration of ACM.LM  is applied to  (T/2) times iteration of 
the host and get the scrambling of an image. 
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      a)Lena Iteration-1 b)Lena  Iteration-192 c)Lena  Iteration-384 

Figure 3. Process of Arnold cat map on Lena Image 
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                   Fractal Image coding is employed. Host image is divided  
into non overlapped Ri (Range) blocks(8×8), that cover entire image and 
overlapped Di(Domain) blocks ( 32×32).The size of Di blocks is larger than size 
of Ri blocks. For each Ri block is searched the most similar Di block is found. 
Reduce the size of Di to equal size of Ri blocks by contraction due to the size of Di 
blocks which is larger than size of Ri blocks  Bi=v( Di ) where, v(.) is the 
contraction operation, Reduced Di block is denoted as Bi.  
               After contraction of Di blocks, the most similar Bi block is 
searched. The image absolute difference is used to find the distance between  Ri 
and Bi blocks. In the past research work the euclidean distance is used to find the 
distance, but it consumes more time. The image absolute difference is faster than 
euclidean distance. 
              Finally, three level DWT is applied to the resultant of  fractal 
image coding (Ri ) and the binary image is embedded into an image Ri. The 
watermarked image is obtained by the reverse of DWT.  
 
 
  
 
 
    a)Original Image   b)Watermark      a)Original Image    b)Watermark 
 
 
  

         
    c)Watermarked Image                    c)Extracted watermark 

 
   Figure 4.a) Watermark Embedding             4.b) watermark Extraction 
 
The process explained above is stated as an algorithm is given below: 
Step 1: Define the image for embedding watermark and specify its size. 
Step 2: The period T of the chaotic function for the image is calculated.  
Step 3:The Arnold cat map is applied to (T/2) times to the original image as well 
as initial value Z0 of logistic maps. 
Step 4: Then fractal image coding is applied to the resultant image of previous 
step.   
Step 4.1: The image is partitioned into non-overlapped Ri blocks and overlapped 
Di domains 
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Step 4.2: The contraction operation is applied to the image. 
Step 4.3: The result of fractal image  coding is fractal parameters. 
Step 5: The three level DWT is used to embed the watermark image into the 
result of step 4. 
Step 6: The final watermarked image is generated by embedding the 
watermarking image. 
       
In  fig 4.a) shows the watermark embedding process of Lena Image with Binary 
Logo image. The Binary logo is embedded in Lena image, the resultant image  
shows the embedding process. In fig4.b) shows the process of extracting binary 
logo from the  watermarked image. The Binary logo is extracted from   Lena 
image.  
 
5   Experimental Results  
                 In order to test our proposed algorithm, the simulation is made in 
MATLAB 7 environment. The proposed algorithm is implemented on standard 
test images lena, cameraman and pepper with pixel size 512×512.ACM &LM is 
applied to these images for 192 iterations. The resultant of these images fractal 
image coding is applied. Then DWT is use d to embed binary image into original 
image. The simulation is carried out to analyze the imperceptibility and the 
robustness of the watermark image. Digital watermarking techniques must satisfy 
the following properties.  
 
5.1  Evaluation Of  The Effectiveness  
              In order to test our proposed algorithm, the simulation is made in 
MATLAB 7 environment. The proposed algorithm is simulated on standard test 
image  lena, pepper and cameraman with size 512×512.The ACM is applied to 
this lena image for 192 iterations.The resultant of this image  the fractal image 
coding is applied to the resultant image of ACM. The binary image is embedded 
in fractal parameters of lena image.The simulation is carried out to analyze the 
imperceptibility and the robustness of the watermark image.The performance 
analysis is carried out to perform by as follows: 

 
• Peak signal Noise Ratio 

The peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is used to evaluate the quality 
between the attacked image and the original image. The PSNR formula is 
defined as follows: 
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• Bit Error Rate 

        The Bit Error Rate (BER) is used to find the reliability of the extracted                
watermark through this formula:  

100×= ×NM
BBER  

Where, B is the number of erroneously detected bits, and M×N is the 
extracted watermark image dimensions.Therefore, there is no obvious 
perceptual distortion between the watermarked image and the original one.
  

5.2  Robustness to attacks  

To evaluate the robustness of the proposed method, several attacks have been 
applied to the watermarked image. In the experiments, both geometric and non 
geometric attacks were used.   

• Cropping: 
 Cropping refers to the removal of any part of the image to improve  
framing.In MATLAB imcrop function is used to crop the image. 

• Gaussian noise: 
 Gaussian noise is a process that adds a noise signal to an image in order 
to deliberately corrupt the image hence  reducing its visual quality.In 
MATLAB controlling the distribution width is achieved by adjusting the 
third input parameter (denoted here as r) of the imnoise function.  
 
  Table 1.Comparison of PSNR values 
Image Chaos with 

Fractal Wavelet 
Fractal-Wavel
et [14]     

Fractal coding[12] 

Lena       55.2367 54.14 21.0685 
Cameraman 55.8765 53.82 20.0587
Peppers 55.1875 54.04 21.0722 
Baboon 55.1328 53.38 20.4563 
 

• Salt and pepper noise: 
           Salt and pepper noise is a form of   noise typically seen on 
images. It represents itself as randomly occurring white and black pixels. 
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• Speckle noise:  
  Speckle noise is a granular  noise that inherently exist in and degrades 
the quality of the active radar and    synthetic aperture radar images.  
 

••  Histogram Equalization::    
                 Histogram equalization is a method in image 
processing of contrast adjustment using the image’s histogram. This 
method works by reducing the number of unique grey values in an image 
and reshape the histogram to approximate a uniform distribution. In effect, 
histogram equalization is controlled by adjusting the desired number of 
unique grey values. In MATLAB this is the equivalent of adjusting the 
second input parameter (denoted here as g) of the histeq function.  

 
 
               TABLE 2 SIMULATION RESULTS OF PSNR UNDER 
DIFFERENT  ATTACKS 
 
  Image Lena Cameram

an 
Papper Baboon 

Without Attack 55.2367      53.8765 55.1857 55.1328 

Gaussian noise         52.0627 52.0841 52.0692 52.0908 

Salt & pepper Noise     18.5168 18.1539 18.4003 18.5323 
Gaussian Smoothening   28.3195  25.9138 29.1665 21.1597 
Median Filter           35.4528 30.4508 35.0824 23.7754 

Histogram Equalization  5.7278 5.6395 5.6345 5.5369 

Rotation 1             41.2831 38.4576 41.3461 40.5614 

One quarter cropped     22.5126 
 

21.3245 22.3452 21.4371 
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   TABLE 3 SIMULATION RESULTS OF BER UNDER              
DIFFERENT ATTACKS 
 
    Image Lena Cameraman Papper Baboon 
Gaussian Noise         17.051    18.410 17.634 18.034 

Salt & pepper Noise     18.5168 18.1539 18.4003 18.5323 
Gaussian Smoothening   16.071 15.038 17.034 16.543 

Median Filter           46.052 47.258 45.032 44.612 

Histogram Equalization  0.327 0.219 0.323 0.281 

Rotation 1             50.052 51.314 50.621 49.756 

One quarter cropped     4.012 4.675 4.342 4.054 

  
5.3 The performance of the new algorithm  
  To evaluate the performance of the new algorithms the PSNR and CC have 
been computed and compared with some famous benchmarks. The 
implementation of the new algorithm on Lena, cameraman,baboon and  Peppers 
are presented in the Fig.4.3 – Fig.4.6 respectively. The histogram and the 
extracted logos using different attacks also are presented in the figures. 
Additionally, Table 1 shows the comparison of PSNR values with the existing 
schemes. Table 1 and table 2 Show the comparison of PSNR and BER for the 
benchmarks. The result  indicates, the proposed watermarking scheme improves 
the quality of the watermarking as well as increasing the security of images.  
            
6. Conclusion 
 
The past research work   find the distance between range and domain blocks in 
fractal takes too long time but our proposed method is used to eliminate that 
execution time. These are the advantage of our proposed system. In this paper 
chaos based image watermarking scheme using Fractal-wavelet is proposed. In 
our proposed system is used to increase the security level and also provide higher 
PSNR value. Security level is increased with the help of chaotic map. In Three 
level DWT is used to increase imperceptibility and robustness. It also provides 
high security to the watermarked Image. 
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